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Base Selects A
Fifteen Cagers
As All-Stars

'

• ••

Three all-star teams, composed
of
Inter - Squadron
Basketball
players, have been selected as the
outstanrling cagers of the base.
Those selected for the first string
five held such a slight edge over
other players that it hardly seemed fair not to include a second
and third team.
Although the
first team is composed of the same
men who usually start the line-up
for the Dow Field Base team, they
were not selected for this reason.
Three of th em were considered to
hold a slight edge because of their
high scoring, and the remaining
two because they made a perfect
guard combination.
The teams are:
FIRST TEAM
1. Adams, Sq. A, f.
2. Crook, Sq. A, f.
3. Pohlman, Sq. B, c.
4. Kessler, Sq. B, g.
5. Murphy, Sq. C, g.
(<Jontinued on Eight)

Dow Gls to Speak
t At Inter-Racial f 1>rum
Two enlisted men from Dow
F1ield will lead a discussion at
the weekly Inter-Racial Forum at
the Columbia Street USO Sunday
night. One side of the discussion,
"What the Negro Thinks of the
Jew," will be led by either 1st-Sgt.
Henry Trott, or T-Sgt. William
Toles, of Squadron E . The other
side of the discussion, "What the
Jew Thinks of the Negro," will
be led by Cpl. Abel Seidman, of
Squadron C.
Many Gis from the Base were in
the group of 105 who attended
last Sunday night's forum, stressing the Indians' view of the race
question.
First speaker of the
evening was Mrs. Bruce Poolaw
(Princess Watawaso) of Old Town.
Mrs. Poolaw, a graduate of
Cambridge School of !Music, and
•
e Hebrun Academy, · is widely
.
avelled. She stated that there
is little prejudice against the Indian in most sections of the country and practically none In the
south. She added that the greatest discrimiation she has encountered is in Old Town. She also
stated that Maine's Indian laws
are less lib ral than in most other
state~.

Second speaker on the program
was Mrs. Shay, al o a graduate
of IIehrun Academy. She elaborntecl on Mrs. Poolaw's talk .
Anc>t her p1>aker on next Sunday night'. fo1 um \di! he the Rev.
Willium Ganin'"·

DANO•: IN GY:\1 TO~GHT
A <lane , jointly ponsorP<I hy

the USO anrl the Ua c, will he hel<l
tonigh in the Gym with music
furni hcd hy Sgt. Herbie Blinn and
his hand . USO ho te,. s will be
in attendance.

Change from 'Gagged' Acts

Vol. III. No. 18:.

Athletic Council Meeting
Stresses Volleyball and Boxing
An intra-squadron volleyball league will -be formed
and a boxing team organized, it was decided at a meeting
of the Athletic Co:uncil this week.
Volleyball teams from each barracks will compose the
intra-squadron league. When the*
squadron representatives have determined how many teams squad-

I2 D

.
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eparlments 1000/,/0
In Red Cross Dr·IVe

rons will have. a schedule will .be
set up by the G)'IID staff. Wmning teams in the individual squadWith the present Red Cross
r.ons will eventually compete with
each other for the base cham- drive scarcely a week old, two
civilian departments have already
pionship.
eontributed 100 per cent. The two
Boxing
largest squadrons, B and C, gave
Boxing will be coached by Major
$158-00 and $157.56 respectively on
John Ballerino and S-Sgt. Clarence
pay day, with other GI contribuRiley. Details of matches remain
tions swelling the soldier totaJ. to
to be worked out for intra..;base
$522.76.
competition. A team to represent
Purchasing
and
Contracting,
the base will also be formed. A
trophy will be bought, and indi- with Margaret O'Leary as captain,
vidual medals will be awarded for was the first 100 per cent contributor, and Radio Maintenance,
Bare matches.
captained by Clarence 0. Cotter,
Swimming
was the other.
Looking into the future, the
Other squadron figures show
council also made tentative plans $ 96.30 from A, $52.04 from E and
for swimlming this summer.
It $58.75 each from F and G.
is believed that cottages can be
The committee, though satisfied
secured to use as bath h~uses ~· with the progress of the drive
Pushaw. Pond. Transportat10n will thus far, urges continued cooperabe furmshed to the pond and the tion to make it highly successful.
supervision will be under the Mili- '-War demands," they say, "are
tary Training staff.
greater than ever. Give what you
l\fONT.EZ AND .M ARIA, whose appearance here Tuesday with the
Golf, fishing and horseback rid- can."
USO-Camp Show, "Come and Get It," will be a change from the
ing were also discussed by the
current trend of "gagging" ballroom dancing.
committee, but more definite plans
will not be made until it is determined the amount of interest in
these gports.
The Athletic Council is composed
of the following members:
Dow Field's basketball team,
Squadron A-Pfc. John Allocca;
the "Bombers," have closed the
Squadron B-Sgt. Paul Kessler;
season. It was necessary to canSquadron
C - Cpl. Seplowitz;
cel a scheduled game with Fort
A well-selected group of acts, varying from wacky com- Squadron E-S-Sgt. Clarence Ri- Totten
in New York last week;
edy to smooth ballroom dancing, will be presented here ley; Squadron F-Cpl. L. McFar- no more games are on the schedland,
and
Officers-Lt.
George
Donext Tuesday night in Building T-6, when the USO-Camp
ule, and no more will be booked..
Show, "Going Some," stages two performances at 1830 ran, Jr.
The Bombers, along with memand 2030.
bers of Squadron B's Inter-SquadIncluded in th~ show are the*
ron winning quintet, will be enter1
tain'ed at a dinner in the Bangor
House, Thursday, 15 March.
Pal-Al is the
No home games were lost by
the Bombers this season and only
four games were lost away from
the Base. One of these was the
fuing orders .
defeat received from Presque Isle
Dave Winnie Du1>--An aerial
Capt. John J. Fischer and 1st in the finals of the North Atlantic
novelty act with strong-man Dave
Lt. Curtis Patterson, one-time pi- Division Tournament in Manchesassisted by a gal named Winnie
lots of the C-46s flying the famous ter, N. H.
(not related to Winnie Weather
The Squadron B team went un"Hump" run into China, and now
defeated
in the twelve games it
of the Bangor "Daily News").
pilots of Dow Field's C-46 fleet,
Charles Withers--A comecllan
were decorated recently in formal played this season.
The contest for naming the
ceremonies in the Gymnasium. Lt.
who played the entire run of Olsen
' North Atlantic Division's new Patterson received the Distinand Johnson's "Hellzapoppin."
iwspaper closes locally on
guished Flying Cross, and the Air
Montez and Maria - Ballroom
&turday. NeWJ> of all bases Medal with one Oak Leaf Cluster.
dancers who offer a change from
in the Division appeared in the
Capt. Fi.scher received one Oak
first issue of the pa.per, out
current trend of "gagging" the
Leaf Cluster to be added to an \
I
this
week with the title,
Air Medal he previously received.
Dow Field became an ATC base
art.
CJa t Fisch
one year ago this week. The ex"NAD ?". All military and
Edwin Brush- Magician who has
p ·
er
act date was 5 March 1944, and
civilian personnel are eligible to
introduced some modern novelties
Capt. Fischer makes his perma- at the time of transfer it was
try for the $25 war bond ofint-0 the dexterity he has practiced
nent home in DePere Wis. He re- designated Station No. 3, North
fered as a prize for the best
for the past twenty years.
name. Names should be sent ceived his primary and basic Atlantic Wing, Air Transport
From January 1944
John...on amt Diehl-Comedy jugto the Public Relations Officer training in flying in 1933 at Ran- Command.
dolph Field, receiving his wings until Dow Field became an ATC
gle1·s who, in addition to personal
here and should be represenat Kelly Feld. He was on active base, it had been part of the Air
performances, have appeared in
t.a.tive of the Division as a
service with the Air Corps for Service Command, w.ith headmovies.
whole <!l.lld symbolic of its mistwo years at Mitchel Field, before quarters in Rome, N. Y. Prior to
sion. There is no limit on the
lfrnneth Nash Pianist and muthat the base came under the First
number of names a contestant going back into civilian life.
sical conductor, the unheralded
In July 1942 he began workin g- Air Force, with headquarters at
~uy who can make or break a
may submit.
(Continued on Two)
Mitchel Field, N Y.
show.

I

Camp Show, 'Going Some,'
Offers Varied Acts Tuesday

fo~w~~:ts=and
~::i::;,n;:~ sp:~iali::: in~::

'Bombers' End Season
With Canceled Game

Hump Fliers, Now Pilots Here,
Decorated at Gym Ceremony
Deadline Is Saturday
For Paper's Name

Dow Became ATC Base
One Year Ago This Week
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Hump Fliers, Now Pilots Here, Decorated at Gym Ceremony
*

Total Of 4 Awards
Go to TWO Officers
(Continued from One)
was commissioned a second lieutenant in the Air Corps in October
1942. He was stationed at Goodfellow Field, Texas, from September 1942 to April 1943, then was
transferred to the ATC, and assigned to St. Joseph, Mo.
Ships to CBI
He was sent to the China Burma
India Theater in September 1943,
where he made his headquarters
at one of the India bases of the
Hump run for three months. His
next as.signment was in China, at
another of the Hump bases-.then
back to India again for another
seven months. While rn the CBI
Theater, he flew both C-46s and
C-47s. He returned to the United
States in October 1944, and was
assigned to the North Atlantic
Division. He came to Dow Field,
when C-46 operations were transferred here.
His citation from the War Department reads:
''For meritorious achievement
by participating in more than
450 hours of operational flight
in transport aircl"\llft over the
dangerous and difficult AssamChina air routes, where enemy
interception and attack was
probable and expected. Flying
at night as well as by da.y, at
high altitudes over impassible,
mountain terrain through areas ·
characterized
by
extremely
treacherous weather conditions
necesitating long periods of operati<m on instruments, often encountering severe icing oonditios iind mechanical difficulties

Col. James C. Jensen pins decoration on Lt. Curtis Patterson. Oapt. John J. Fischer, in the foreground,
also was decorated. Lt. 'Robert Fox is assisting in tlle ceremony.

"I enjoy the trip in retrospect
far more than I did at the time.''
57 Round. Trips Over Hump
Altogether, Lt. Patterson flew
57 round trips on the Hump run,
with a total of 147 misions. This

close t<> death, they can kill off
the evil spirit <and still save their
own lives. We landed on one
field with 3000 poople on it, and
no guards available. We trie<l
everything we could to get them
away from the plane, for they
includes some other long flights
in the CBI theater, to variOW' were sure to dama~e somf'thing
with the crowding they were
requiring courageous and super- other "bases in India and China.
ior p-erforma.nee of his duties
His most memorable flight was doing. We yelled and shoutR.d,
to overcome, he a.ooomplished his on 17 February 1944, when he was but it didn't do any good. Fimissions with distinction. ms
flying in northern Burma north nally, we decided to shoot off a
achievement in the face of the of Fort Hertzin. Just ahead of flare, and soo.re them away.
"But they didn't scare. Firehazards and difficulties faced hlm he saw a C-46 and three C-47s
ro.o•nlarly and continuously with
'
H
works are as old as the hills in
..,,,attacked by Jap Zeros.
~ resteadfs.st devotion to duty, re-·
China, and when the flare went
fleets much credit on himself marked:
off, it ·was just like fireworks
and the Army Air Forces of the
"I got the hell out of there
to
them. The flare was beaufast. I had a Zero on my own
United Stiites.''
tiful, and the people clapped and
tail, so I f"mally ducked into a
applauded.
Lt. Patterson
valley and shook him off."
''Finally, soldier guards (ChiLt. Patterson is a native of
Lt. Patterson flew 43 missions
Ponca City, Okla. Before enter- in the Imphal Valley, evacuating nese) came, and got the crowd
ing the service on 11 June 1942, that sector when the Japs began away. Their methods were drashe was a flying instructor at their drive into India. They were tic. They had bamboo poles as
Goodfellow Field, Texas, where he evacuating hospitalized men, Jap thick as a man's wrist-&nd they:
first met Capt. Fischer. After prisoners, and British troops.
whaled the crowd until they
three months as a second lieutenEv,11.euated Kweilin Base
backed up. They didn't care
ant at Goodfellow, he spent seven
He was active in the evacuation where they hit people--in the
weks at Lubbock, Texas, towing of the big American base at Kwel- face, body or anywhere el!>f'. The
gliders.
len, which cost our government crowd got away from the plane."
He was transferred to the AJr $ 700.000,000 (Chinese), and which
Cited by Chiang Kai Shek
Transport Command on _17 Feb- had to be abandoned by the 14th
The India-China Divison was
ruary 1943, and was stationed at Air Force to the advancing Japs. cited by GeneralissJmo Chiang Kai
i:o:nestead, . Fla. After a shor~ When Lt. Patterson was flying. in Shek, in the form of a Certificate
\\ h1le. he v.; as transfer~ed to Co, 1and out of the field, carrying of Merit. The citation read:
coa_n~t Gr~ve, Fla., for 1i:strume_n I United States Army personnel to
"In appreciation of the Sf'rtrammg with Pan Amen:an Air- safety, the field was already mined, vice rendered by the UnitRd
ways, where he made f!Jghts to ready to blow up at a moment's Sta.tl"S Air Transport Command
Rio de Janeiro and other Bra- notice.
B-25s were taking off stationed in India, in tra~port
zilian airports.
from the field at the same time ing military mat1>rials and supHe wen through a series of with loads of bombs to drop on plil"s to our Armed Forces, and
quick transfers, including Alpena, tre advancing Japs. The 25s came its close cooperation with the
Mich.; Boca Raton, Fla.; Billy 1 back empty in seven minutes, anc' Chinese authorities in the J>rost'Mitchell FiFeld, Milwaukee; Reno, reloaded. This gives a goOll idea cution of the war, the Chinese
Nev.; the Western Airlines School of how close the Japs were. At National Government, in comat Salt Lake City; Memphis, Tenn., any rate, all American personneJ plianc<' with the rf'gulatons govand Reno, Nev.
were evacuated by air, then the erning awards for the Anny,
He arrived in the CBI theater field was completely destroyed.
• 'avy and Air Force, h1>reby ap24 December 1943, and was staLt. Patterson said:
proves ancl C'OJlf<'rs on it thi!!
tioned at Assam Province, in the
Ours was the second plane to
Cl'rtificate of Merit."
.·teaming jung"les of the Brahma- l!tnd at the B-29 base in - - - ,
The award was the equivalent
putra River Valley. He flew the China. \Ve got there before the of a second Presidential Citation
Hump for a pi>riod of 11 months. 29s arrived. When we got there, for the India-China Division. The
He said:
workmen were all over the run- first was made by Pr idi>nt Roo e"Before we came, they had
ways--thousands of them. We velt in January 1944. Both Capt.
bl'en using DCSs or C-47s over
buzzed the field low, but the Fischer and Lt. Patterson wear
the Hump. \Ve started in using
workmen wouldn't get off. Fi- this ribbon.
thi> C-468, which were relativi>ly
nally, the tower told us to come
During January 1945, the Indiauntried and unproven. Everyone
in regardless. rn swear that China Division created a new recwas a little bit skeptical about
we hit 20 of them, but the tower ord for the month by moving more
the C-468 t!l.t f"ll"St."
told us that we didn't hit a one. than 44,000 ton of supplies over
He flew the Hump the first
"The Chinese believe that an the Hump, most hazardous airway
time at night, as co-pilot, and sale' evil spirit follows them closely; in the world.
This tonnage is
of the flight
they feel that if they can come more than four times the goal

I

originally set in 19·13. This alltime new record was accomplished
in the face of a spell of the worst

*Distlnguished FlyJng Cross is as
follows:
"For extraordinary ~hievement in participating in more
than three hundred hours of operational flight in transport aircraft over the dangerous and
difficult Assam-China air routes,
where enemy interception and
11.ttack was probable and expected. FIYing at night as well as
by day, at high altitudes over
impassible, mountainous terrain
through areas characterized by
extremely treacherous weather
conditions necessitating lo~ periods of operation on instruments, often encountering severe icing conditions 11.nd mechanical difficulties requiring
courageous and superor performance of his duties to overcome,
he accomplished his missions
with distinction.
His achievement in the face of the ha:TAl.rds
and difficulties faced regularly
and continuously with steadfast
devotion to duty, reflects much
crt'dit on himself and the Army
Air Forces of the United Sf~tes."
Lt. Patterson's citation for the
Air Medal and one Oak Leaf Cluster, is the same as for Capt. Fischer.
Lt. Patterson returned to the
United States in October 1944, aml
was assigned to the North Atlantic
Division. He came to Dow Field
when C-46 operations were transferred here in December.

Helium to be Stored
Back in the WeJls

WASHING1'0N.-The Bureau of
weather ever reported over the Mines will build up a reservoir of
Hump area. For two days, early the gas by pumping hel!iu.m back
in the month, violent winds, up- into the ground in the Governdra!ts of 5,000 feet per minute, ment-owned 50,000-acre Cliffside
cro!>s wind! of 90 to lOO miles per Natural Gas Field in Texas.
hour, severe icing, sleet and hai'
Involved on the plant is a new
faced pilots and crews of ATC 3 2-mile heHum pipeline bet veen
planes.
the helium plants at Exell and
Inrlia Chna Division deliverir Amarillo\ Texas, b th owned by
.
the bureau, and pipeline connect? China for 1944 aggregated a tions to the Cliffsirle Field, which
little better than 231,000 net tons is near Amarillo .
as compared. with approximately
Heliu•n piped back into the
48,500 tons m 1943. Transports ground the bureau said would
now cross the towering Him~- /I have t~ be re-purified wh~n it is
la~as at the rate of one e:rery 2 !6 , brought out, but "the gas from
1mmutes. The flow of air cargo the cache will be richer in helium
1
has for many months eX'Ceeded the content, the processing time will
load that passed over the Burma be reduced and there "vill be imRoad during its traffic peak.
mediate supplies of this valuable,
Lt. Patterson's Citation for the lightweight gas on short notice."

I

•

I
l<'amous.Burma· Road over which Capt. Fisch r and Lt. Paterson flew.

I
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!Last B-24J Passes Through Dow Field

T-4 Schach's 'Newfy' Outing Varicolored Plane
Hosp1.1ar1zes ff' Im for Month HeadsforCombat
The last of the B-24Js, covered
with thousands of names, messages
of good wiLl, and other evidences
of unusualness, attracted much attention on Dow Field's flight line
before its recent take-off for the
combat theaters abroad.
The
B-24Js, powerful fighting plane
which has seen effective combat
service for many months in European and Asiatic combat theaters,
and are still doing fine work, have
been replaced in production by the
B-24Ms and the B-24Ns.

At the Fort Worth plant of the
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation, where the last of the
B-24Js was produced, the building Last B-24J made, and its crew as they stopped off here ()n way to
of Convair's new master bomber,
combat. Paint iand inscriptions were left on plane by Gen. Arnold's
the B-32 Dominator, drew undiorder.
vided attention foom the employees, after this last plane was produced about Chrjstmas Day, 1944.
This one 11tlant had produced over
3000 sister B-24s and C-87 Libera tor E)Ql)ress transports which
have taken to Allied skyways
against the enemy since the first
(This is the second of two a.rAerial Photography-"A steady
T-4 George Sch.a.ch at his desk
plane left the plant 17 AiprH 1942 • ticles on p0stwa.r ernplo"""'ent ·
f
d
b ·
100 days ahead of schedule.
.,...
mcrease 0 goo pre-war usmess
Gls overseas usually see no more of the country in
posibilities in the aviation in- is expected, because of better
· h th ey are stat10ne
·
d t h an t h e b ase and the nearest
Hn~dreds of Names
dustry, based on a. survey by the equill"m"lent, more experi·ence ,_,,_
w h 1c
~·
·...-··
' """"·
The surface of the p'lane bears Civil Aeronautics Administnv taifppp pplhlp:e shrdluun shrdlun
town, but T-4 George E. Schach of radio maintenance, in varihued paint, hundreds of tion.)
Photography of private estates,
when stationed at Gander Bay travelfed into the interior names of the men and women who
By Camp Newspaper Service
real estate developments, golf
of Newfoundland by canoe, on the*
helped send her down the line,
The Civil Aeronautics Adminis- courses mapping for survey, crop
"most exciting five days" of any
k d th
f
H plus scores of names of employees tration believes that more than planning, soil conservation, flood
three day pass he has ever had wor e
ere or tw? years. . e I who purchased war bonds during 90 per cent of postwar opportuni- control,
restoration
programs,
spent an~th~r year w~th American the Sixth War Loan.
'
In that northern base, where Communicatwns. Tlrmg of workties in jobs related to aviation map making, etc., are logical exhe spent two years, Sgt. Schach ing for others, Schach set up the
During a visit to the plant just will come within the field .of In- t.€nsions. Spotting of cattle, other
recalls his only experience at com- R & G Radio Shop in Astoria, Long before this B-24 was finished, dustrial Flying.
That includes animals on range, and census
muning with nature far from his Island, completely out.fitted with Gen. Hap Arnold, commanding the flight instruction, crop dusting, counting of farms and game aninative Long Island with evident sales room, etc. He sold out 18 AAF, instructed that this planr ' hunting of animal pests, forestry, mals can be done by photography."
enjoyment, though while it oc- months later.
move through the Tucson Modi- power communication and oil line
Fishing lndustry-"Spotting of
curred the backwoods episode in
The American District Telegraph i' fication Center .and' into combat i~sp_ectio~., aerial
photograp~y, schools of fish for commercial
his overseas career was no picnic. Company found a use for his tal- as soon as poSS1ble. A bulletin f1shin~ mdu~y, ~hart'E_!r flymg fishing boats, and planting of finHe and Sgt. Rosner, of Signal, Pnts on burglar and fire alarms J posted prominently on the inside and light weight air freight.
gerlings in remote lakes difficult
decided to explore the interior of but' George soon tired of trippin~ of the plane says:
Some of the possibilities in each of access by ground."
"Newfy" in a canoe, following the up a 1arm boxes. B es1.d es, Unc1e
of these categories are listed as
Charter Flving-"Thi"s
has al''In accordance with orders of
_,_.
trail where few men had been. Sam was hovering, so he took a General R H. Arnold, Com- follows
by the CAA·· ..
·
rtan ·t
·
.
. .
ways bee n an llllPO
t I em m
One night they set out in the Oivil Service exam and worked mantling General of the USAAF,
Fli.,..ht
· d:u stry . It JS
· expec t e d t o m·
. "'. . Instruction- A distinct th e m
.. 11an
.
of steady .~
<>ni.nloyment
cre~~n.
Alon·g WJ"th 1·t W1·11 probpouring rain; fifteen feet from th• w1"tl 1 th e s·1gna1 oCrps as a c1v1
this airplane is to be assigned to poss1b1l!ty
.
. .,,,,
~
pier they were lost. Passing the radio mechanic.
combat and used with the ex- m a moderately active market. ably be a sizeable rent-a-plane serCanadian pumping station upOff t 'N
The Civilian Pilot Training Pro- vice barely started before the
stream, the pioneers were greeted
o
ewfy'
ternal painting unchanged from g m
b
rti 11
. d
The Army classifying our hero the condition described '!lbove."
ra
may
e pa a Y_ r_evive war.''
by a ba1Tage (of .30 caliber shells.)
ft
h'. . d ti
. A il
through a future appropriation by
Light Weight Air Freio-htCa.noe U....,,.ts
soon a er JS m uc on m
pr
The Liberator was origially al- C
.
al"
..,
.. ~
1942 d "d d h 'd
k
d 1
_,,
G
. . b
ongress, which has 1eg ized the "There will be greater possjbilities
After satisfying the guard's cu• ec1 e
e
ma e a goo
ocat<= to rea;t Britain, ut was
t
.
f th
f
radio mechanic, but sent him to later re-allocated to the u. s. Army ex ension
e program or two here than in any comm.ercial
riosity, the hardy travelers con.
,
.
years. As private planes become transport field. War cargo planes,
tinued upstream, and camped that radw operators ;;cho~l mstead. Air Forces.
easier to fly the Flight Instructor
dl
f
k It After a month of hstemng to code
.
•
.
converted, can load tree-ripened
night in the mid e o a cree .
h d"d
't k
h
Over a thousand names are on will probably change mto a sal~ citrus fruits in Flori-'~ unload
1
was rather damp. On the second weh en hne 'd s tanowt
yd moreth
tdan the plane--many of them the man-instructor who will teach them a few hours later
"""' in New
r ed anan
o
day they both had colds, and on f
.
•h
n
e ha_y names of employees who had a each purchaser as part of the
o11owmg exams e was on
lS
England, and return the same day
the third the canoe upset.
t ·N ··""
dl d
hand in producing the first B-24J sales contract."
e.f
sta f
b k t th b
way o ewu.oun an .
with freight or some product na1
B ore
r mg ac 0
e ase
.
as well as the last. From a disCrop Dusting-"Considerahle in- tive to the Northern States; Mid·
the boys got rid of all unused
At Newfoundland., besiitl.es ac- tance, the plane resembles a con·
·
·
provisions, including a wat.€l"J)roof quiring negative backwoods knowl- fusion of color, futuristic in de - ~r~ase is ~xipectedf _m crt?~ddustindg die West restaurants can serve
carton of matches. A nice tail edge, George followed his trade .
b
l
t"
1n
5?ra~~ o msec _1c1 es a_n Maine lobsters caught within 24
radio mechani·c and became sign, ut upon c oser scru my, one arvac1des, m destruction of m- hours, or berries fresh from the
as
a
wind seemed to indicate a sail, sr
could see distinct signatures in a
ts
ch
h
they rigged one from a sh'clter 'alert conscious" with the rest of
t
sec
su
as grass oppers, fruit West Coast. Experimental flights
an alert wary and alert weary motley arrangemen . Some names fly, and other destroyers, through I of such commlon vegetables as
'lalf. From sad experience they
are written largely, and with a
f h" hl
ffecti
vise against it. The canoe up- camp. He didn't care particularly
d use 0
ig Y e
ve new poi- lettuce and spinach already have
for the wea.ther.
flourish; other names are printe sons developed during the war. been flown more than 1000 miles
t again, the men underwent a
e
tly
and
car-'ully
n a
"""
·
Already burned-over range lands and sold at a profit. With fleets
life and death struggle to reach
Here Nearly a. Year
Pittsb""""" Pilot
have been reseeded from the air of s-cheduled. and non-scheduled
shore af'ter rescuing their dog
Sgt. Schach has been a familiar
~ ....
The pilot of the last of the where planting on the surface freighters, the possibilities are
and when they landed, found that rfigure around Dow since April
B-24Js is 2nd Lt. Henry Podgurski would have been impossible or too enormous."
no matches were available for a 1944. when he returned to the
Other crops, especjally
"""'e
fire. November in Newfoundland States.
Here he repairs radios. of Pittsburgh, a veteran fighter costly.
....,, var1·ous fields mentioned
each declares, is very rold. Sgt. fiXPS the sound systems on the MP pilot with plenty of overseas ex- grains, will probably be planted above," the CA:A says, "are only
Schach spent the following month vehicles and has charge of main- perience. He flew with the RCAF by air just as rice is now."
the framework for planning. !min the hospital with pneumonia, tenance on the PA system. The in England as a volunteer bomber
Hunting t>f Animal Pests--"This agination and ingenuity can lead
meditating on the hardiness of the sergeat disclaims all responsibility pilot, and after completing 26 mis- started as a sport, but has devel- to still more opportunities. Alearly settlers.
for the playing of the infantry sions, is anxious to go back for oped into a profitable enterprise. though we have listed these sugF..nters Radio Field
music over the mike, especially more.
Bounties and sale of skins of coy- gested fields in Industrial Aviation
Schach's first job at his present in these troubled times.
When
Co-pilot of the plane is 2nd Lt. otes, wolves,. etc., pay well."
from a pilot's standpoint, it should
Jove, radio, was one that he woul<l the juke boxes and slot ma.chines Charles Fiden of Buffalo, N. Y.;
Forestry-"Smoke spotting, car- be remembered that each entergladly have paid to r<'<' ive. He \·Pre put into the PX and clubs, 2nd Lt. Colin Bentley, of Boston rying of fire-fighting parachutists, prise must operate from an airobtained it upon graduation from Schach inherited the job of main- Mass., is Navigator; 2nd Lt. Ed dropping of equipment and food port, and must be backed uip by
high ~hool in 1936 by making 11 tN•ance on them. He had gained Corson of Cincinnati is Bombar- to fire -fighters, radio directions to the men on the ground-mec:handcal with a sympathetic employer experienrP on these in Gander. dier; 2nd Lt. Robert Allan of Bed- ground crews."
ics, repairmen, radio operators,
for seven dollars a week. For The serg<'<lnt is responsible for the ford, Mass., and Cpl. Michae.1
Power Communication e.nd Oil field managers, welders, metal
six months George swept floor sound system used in tl)e "Play- D'Ambrosis of Brooklyn, handle Line lnspection-"Low level flying workers, traffic controllers, tower
and performed mPnial tasks, afte1· rnnkers" rec<>nt presentation.
the radio equipment; Cpl. John to spot and report breaks, leaks operators, weathermen, and all the
whiC'h the boss decided he was doBorn in Whiteside, Long Island, Clarke of Cleveland is Engineer; and other trouble, long before the other allied professions."
ing well enough to US(' a screw- on 15 March 1917, T-4 Schach In · Cpl. Herbert Horne of Chickashee, ground inspector can find them.
''The aviation industry," it says,
driver. With it he fixed the old tends to make his home there Okla., is Assistant Engineer; Cpl. This is being carried on now to a "will exist only as a part of the
broom and st:-t to work again.
after the var and to continue in Frances Endyke, ol Lawrence, small extent, successfully.
The total economjc structure, and any
A year later as a "halfway de- his pr~ ent line of work. Sgt. Mass., is tail gunner; and Cpl. war has produced many more predictions must be predicated on
cent mechanic" George obtained a jScuach is married and has a baby Chuck Erickson of Pueblo, Colo., miles of oil and gos pipeline, and general postwar e-collOIIlic condijob with RCA in New York, and daughter.
power lines."
tlons."
1 is armorer.

CAA Declares Industrial Flying
Key to Jobs in Post-War Aviation

•
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8ditorial Comment
You're a Diplomat

nnw
CROSS
uu ''

[l[I

n

by Sansone

SECTION

I ILLU

" Tho.ughts of love" will probably reach
this column when real spring finally arrives. The recent incipient spring weather merely brought on wishful thinking
an d th e following question:
"H there had heen no war and you were
living the normal life of a civilian, what
do you think you would be doing now~"
P-rt. Don Croskey, working in Transient
Supply, answered:
"I like to think that I'd
~ be in my junior year at the
University of Minnesota
· studying Aeronautical Engineering. While there I'd
be deciding what company
and what branch of the subject would be most suitable
t o me when I graduated.
On the side, the practical
study of flying would take
up a good deal of my time."

Here's an eye-witness story from one of
the Division's overseas bases. It may be
an isolated case, but it could be repeated at
any base, in any division, in any part of the
world. We hope it won't be:
The country where the base is located
is diplomatically friendly toward the
United States. But many of the natives,
though not pro-Axis, are not ove_r-friendly
('pl. Rex Russell, of Radio Maintenance,
to Americans as individuals. Pr10r to the follow ed his fondest wish when he anwar there were many German "civilians" swered:
'
in the
locality.
"I'd be at home with my --""""'-•
At a recent GI dance, one of the native wife and two daughters
girls said to her American partner, "I liked working as a personal inthe Germans when they were here better
than I do the Americans." With that, our terviewer at the Social Segallant American GI hauled off and slapped curity Board in Alliance,
her in the kisser plenty hard, then walked Ohio. At this time of year
away.
I'd probably be planning a
The guy who told us the story praised big birthday party for my
the action. We not only think it was en- oldest daughter, Adrienne.
tirely out of bounds, but feel that one affair Of course I'd have a car of
like that can off-set years of effort and vast
amounts of money our country has spent my own running all year
in trying to build up friendly relations with round."
other nations.
Cpl. Grant Jessop, motor pool driver, was
If the gal liked the German~ bette~ b~ thinking of his pre-war job. He said:
fore the incident, she certamly d1dn t
"Down in Ottumwa, Iowa,
change her mind because she was slapped
I'd
be skinning sheep for
for saying so. One of the things democJohn Morrell & Company,
racy stands for is freedom of speech. Our
gallant GI didn't do much to indicate that
and just about making
we practice what we pr~ach.
plans for two w-eeks' vacaThe girl's country was neutral at t~at
tion in Michigan. I never
time. She had a right to express an opmdid plan one to include the
ion of individuals. When the German~
state
of Maine. From weawere there they had probably leaned over
ther
reports
I've been getbackwards to create friendly relations.
ting, I'd probably be buckThey probably learned the language_ of the
ing snow drifts on my way
country and didn't expect the natives to
learn German . •
1
to work."
When the Americans arrived they exSgt. Alfrieda Wauben, of the Payroll secpected everyone to like them merely because they were Americans. They didn't tion of Base Personnel, wasn't exactly sure
even attempt to learn the language but ex- where she might be. She said:
pected the natives to learn English. Then
"I might be home on the
one of them slaps a girl in public for ex- farm taking life easy; or
pressing an opinion.
perhaps I'd be working for
Is it any wonder that the opinion fa- the Westinghouse Electric
vored someone else?
Company near home. If I
American Gis, spread all over the world, was working, I'd probably
can do more to create good will toward be in the shops as I'd like
us by other nations than all of Washing- that better than office
ton's diplomatic corps. But incidents such work. I'd probably be in
as mentioned above can plant the seeds the sam climate as now
that may grow into future hostilities and because weather conditions
at home, in Lima, Ohio, are
wars.
about the same as Maine's."

Pk. Saul 'Hennes, of Line .Maintenance,
thought the subject interesting and deJerje Granberg, a s·wedish newspaper- clared:
"I'd be home in Waterman who managed to leave Berlin recently,
said in describing one of our big air raids
bury, Conn., doing an honon the German capital:
est day's wotk. It wouldn't
'"I sought safety in an undergi-ound
matter what kind of work.
railway tunnel which is one of Berlin's
I'd be the family type man
•safest' shelters. Thousands of people
and my wife and I would
nere packed together. Then the fir 't
drop in on the neighbors
homhs came. The ground heaved, lights
now and then. For other
ilicke~d ••• and went out. People knelt
on the railway tracks and prayed."
recreation and exercise, I'd
workout
with the weights,
We're willing to bet any amount, and r
or do a little wrestling or
give large odds, that they didn't pray to
boxing at the YMCA."
their great god Schicklegruber.

We'll Give Odds

The Wolt

"PARIS-SHMARIS! Who d'ya think you are-Charlee
Boyer?"

News

of Bangor

USO

WEDNESDAY, 7 March -DOW FIELD DANCE-8 to 11 :30; music by
Sgt. Herbie Blinn and his Dow Field Jive Bombers. ART NIGHT
- USO Club -Portrait Sketching, fingerrpainting, with Mrs. Sheila
Findly.
THUitSDAY, 8 March -SYMPHONIC HOUR- A classical record program from our large USO collection planned by S-Sgt. Fre<l Freeburne. CRAFTS PROGRAM- Make most attractive sheH jewelry in record time; leathercraft; painting with plastic relievo.
FRIDAY, 9 March- MOVIE, "No Time for Love," starring Claudette
CoLbert and Fred McMurray. JAM SESSION -Jive records on our
jukebox, USO girls for partners.
SATURDAY, 10 1\-farch STATES' NIGHT PARTY- Nebraska, F1orida,
Vermont and Texas-Dancing 8:30 till 12. RADIO VARIETY
SHOW 10:15 to 10:30, music by Sgt. Herbie Blinn and His Do~
Field Jive Bombers.
SUNDAY, 11 l\brch- AFTER OHUROH- Rolls, marmalade, homemade dougihnuts and coffee, served by the St. John's PTA. BUFFET LUNCH-4 to 6 p. m ., food donated by the Bangor Women's
Club-served by the USO Sunday Snack Bar Committee. QUIZ-at 8 p. m ., "What Do You Know?"; prizes. COMMUNITY SING-at 8:30, with Fred Carlton at the piano; Mrs. Mavis Beltz, leader.
MONDAY, 12 1\-farch GAME NIGHT-Form your own party for any
type of game; prizes.
TUESDAY, 1'8 March-The ever-popular BINGO NIGHT-Prizes; USO
girls for partners.
WEDNESDAY, 14 March-DANCE CONTEST PARTY-Dancing 8 to
12; music by Sgt. Nate Diamond and his Dow Field Aces. Dance
contest with dinner for two at Pilot's Grill and tickets to the
movies.

7.hisJreek aT1heBase
~7/Jeoler~

~

lW

(NOTE: Two shows at night: 1800 and 2100"0. U the first show
runs ovn two hours, running time is indicated. below from
which the Ill.rt of the second performance can be estimated.
.\Jatinces Sunday at 1400 and wh!'n announced..)
WEDNF.... J)AY, 7 .\larch HERE COME THE CO-EDS, with Abbott
and Costello, and Phil Spitalny and His All-Girl Orchestra. Also
Army-Navy Screen !Magazine, and "Yankee Doodle Donkey," a
Noveltoon.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY, 8 & 9 \{Arch KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY,
with Lana Turner, Laraine Day and Su an Peters. Also Movietone News and Community Sing, ''I'll Walk Alone."
ATUltDAY, 10 Manh <Double Feature) I LOVE A MYSTERY,
with Jim Bannon and Nina Foch. HER LUCKY NIGII'r, with
the Andrews Sisters, Marl.Iha O'Driscoll and Noah Beery, Jr. (Complete running time 2 hours:, 11 minutes.)
SUNDAY & JONDAY, 11 & 12 March EARL CARROLL VANITIES,
with Dennis O'Keefe and Constance Moore. Also Movietone News
and "I Only Have Eyes for You," a Merrie Melody.
TUESDAY, 13 :\larch FRISCO SAL, with Susanna Foster and Turhan
Bey. Al o "Speaking of Animals" and a World of Sports.
WEDNESDAY, 14 .'\.larch-BETRAYAL FROM THE EAST, with L<!e
Tracy, and Nancy Kelly. Also "Birthday Blue ," with Leon Errol,
and "Screen Snap hots," a Memorial to Tom Mix and Will Roger.

'
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Squadron B
(Protestant)
Chaplain
Capt. Edmund D. Viser
C8pt. JJ1Wles T. Kilbride
Ass't Chaplain
<Catholic)
Telephone Ext. 215

CATHOLIC
:Sunday-In Base Chapel, :Masses at 0730 and 1100. Hospital Rec. Hall,
Mass at 0945.
Daily-In Chapel, Masses at 1700.
Confessions Saturday night from 1830 hours and before each Mass.

PROTESTANT
Sunday-In Chapel, Services at 1000. In Hospital Rec. Hall, Services
at 0900.
Wednesday-In Chapel, Choir practice at 1845.

.JEWISH
Friday-In Chapel, Services at 1900 by Bangor J ·e wish Welfare Board.
1

0ut of Your Mind'

Selected by Chaplain E. D. Viser
A good question is this: What are you making out of
your mind? It is no answer to say, "I'm not making
anything out of my mind. Why should I bother?" If we·
say that, we are kidding ourselves. Even by neglect we
are positively making something K-0u t of our minds.
We ~an make a lot of different
things out of our minds. And
what we get out of life, as well
as what we put into it for others,
depends uipon what we do with
A silk pulpit flag was presented
our minds.
to the Base Chaipel here during re. ligious services F'.riday night, by
First orf all, and let's frankly the Bangor Zionist Organization
say it, we can make a sewer out an d B'nai B"nith. This flag will
of our minds. There are people be used at the base during Jewish
who have filled their minds with services, and completes the set of
obscenity so that it gives off a pulpit flags representing eac'h
smell like t·hat of an op'e n sewer faith having services at th'e chapel.
or an aromatic garbage can with
the lid off.
Insignia
The
insignia
on the flag is a
We can make a wastebasket out
of it. There is nothing wrong Shield of David in blue, on a white
background, with two horizontal
with a wastebasket except that
blue bars, one near the bottom and
it doesn't add up to anything. Odds
one near the top of the flag. This
and ends and scraps of informainsignia has been adopted as the
tion, all jumbled together, never
official banner of the newly orequip a person to do any one thing
ganized Jewish Legion, serving
well.
with the British Army in the Near
We can make a vaeuum out of East.
'
our minds, just an empty place
Participants
for tlhe wind to blow through. A
social worker in a distressed part
Participating in the presentation
of a large city called at a flat ceremony were Samuel Ty;co Cohen, president of the B'nai B'rith,
and was greeted by a woman
.
.
through a half-opened door· "You Myer Mmsky, president of the
needn't come in here. M.e and Zionist Organizabion, an? Isaac E.
my husband don't take no interest j Bloch, area representative of the
in nothing." Two vacuums!
Jewish Welfare Board, which
SllOnsors the services. '.f\h·e f,Jag
We ca~ make a dormitory out was accepted for the chapel by
of our mmds, a pla~e where good Cha lain James T. Kilbdde, senldeas go to sleep. Our ideas may .
Pb
h
·
b f'
b t 'f
f 10r ase c ap 1am.
e me, . u I ou~ mindF are o
Guest speaker at the service
the dormitory_ variety th~_Y n:ver were Dr. Allan Tarshish, rabbi of
get ~ny exerc:se. The mmd is a Temiple Beth Israel J)f Hazelton,
sleepmg room.
Pa., one of the leading members
There are two superlatively fine of the American rabbinate. 'Dr.
things we can make out of cur Tarashish is a member of the Anminds. We can make a tool •:hest thracite Reciprocal Trade Comout of them. And we ::an make mission, president of tn.e Welfare
a power house out of the mind.
Council and Community Chest of
"Have this mind in you which 1Greater Hazelton, and a member
was also in Christ Jesus."
of the board of the Salvation Army.

Chapel Receives Flag
For Jewish Services

'

News of the Base Library
By ALYCE M. CONNOR

BOOKS ON PUBLIC RELATIONS
You and Your Public .•. Burnett
An interpretation of the meaning of the term public relations,
the psychological principles that
underlie it and their application.
Public !Wlations in War and Peace
• • . Harlow
A guide and an aid to the development of proper attitudes for
those entering this field.
Publicity How to Plan, Produ.oo
and Pb.ce It . . . Baus.
A book that will be of practical
help to those who handle publicity
and are interested in its technique.
NEW NOVELS
The HeadmJstress • . . Thirken
Charming and whimsical novel

of presentday life in rural England.
Remembered Death •.• Christie
A supposed suicide, a second
death and the authentic atmosphere of London high life in a
taunt drama with a typical Christie finish.

USA.FI
We had ten new enrollments
this past week in the USAF!
courses. It certainly shows a definite trend in the boys' attitude
toward these courses and also an
eagerness to keep on studying
while in the service. Why don't
you drop in and see what the Institute has to offer that you would
be interested in taking? Do It
Today.

By Sgt. S. J. Westock
Urp to t:Jhe present time the Office:tts and Enlisted Men assigned
to Squadron B have given their
attention to their innings as well
as their outings in good military
fashion. They have worked diligetly and have reason to be proud
of the very fine record which ·they
have made at Dow Field.
Committee gossip is soon expected to reach the proportions of
an epidemic among us, as arrangements have been made t~ give the
Enlisted personnel and Officers a
PARTY on 4 AJpril, 1945, at the
PENOBSCOT VALLEY COUNTRY
CLUB. The event will be in the
form of DANCING, DINING, AND
BEVERAGING . . . which is expected to go over with leaps and
bounds, a few burps, and a groan
or two.
(Whether life will be
worth living afterwards depends
entirely on your liver) . . . but
to many of us, the sign of any good
"feed" is a good burp, and th·e
Committee asse.r ted that the one
thing that will be kept UNDER
COVER at 1lhe Penobscot Country
Club, will be th'e cover charge.
Each OFFJCER a7J.d ENLISTED
MAN in the squadron will receive
a special INVITATION, permitting
him to bring his WIFE or one
SWEETHEART. In lieu thereof,
any sweet tart (LADY) may b'e
substituted.
Dress will be OPTIONAL for Dhe ladies.
Located in ORONO, Maine, the
PenobsC'Ot Valley Country Clulb offers a change from the usual . . .
wherein the party is being planned to take on that certain "nightclub" atmosphere, where everyone
can enjoy the right of free-screech,
free food, and free 3-ipoint-2 or
Coca Cola, with a few entertaining features thrown in to fill up
the holes in the cheese. Squadron
funds, derived from the Post Exchange at Dow Field, will be tapped to defray the eX!pense of the
party.
FREE TRANSPORTATION will
be avail8'ble in specially chartered
buses, which will depart from the
main gate on the night of 4 April
at 1930, 2000, and 2130 hours, to
accoanodate the Gis and their l'a dies . . . who won't have to be
told where to get off. The bus
driver will take you direct to the
Club. Of C'Ourse, one sure way of
catching a chartered bus is to miss
the previous one . . . but after the

Red Cross Council Deliberates

BASE COUNCIL for the Red Cross drive is ,shown here._ Left to right
are John Mullaney, Mr. "Bud" Leavitt, Lt. Col. Orie 0. &hurter,
<Japt. Charles Horvath, Mr. Ellis Da1'')., Pvt. Constance Klink.
last one departs, invited guests
will have to proceed on their own
hands and knees, or any other
suitaible conveyor in order to get
to Bangor for the final hop in a
regularly scheduled bus to Orono.
In that case, the ride will not
be "on the Squadron."
Sgt. Nate Diamond and his Dow
Field Aces will be on hand at the
party to give out with music. His
"Ace-of~Diamond"
band will be
out of town but not out of tune
as they blow it, beat it and swing
it out for us. The men who were
appointed to serve on the committee in order to take care of arrangements and details for the
party are: 1st Sgt. James B. Shelhorse and 1st Sgt. Paul M. Engle,
chairmen; M-Sgt. Mike Cherneski
and S-Sgt. Luke Miller, floor ar-1
rangem'ents; T-Sgt. Joseph Garbo
and S-Sgt. George F. Brady, beverages; S-Sgt. Victor E. Pisca-1
telli and Sgt. Samuel J. Westock,
invitations, program and publdcity.
Don't forget the date, men!
4 April 1945.
Miss Burns, from Priorities
& Traffic, ca.me through with
one about Pfc. Herman Brouwer
(the UB4W), who goes forward
by backing up and leaving his
silhouette in 'ii. wall. Taking a
few steps backward while carrying a big load of freight, Herman
"back-walked"
himself
right
through a partition Which was
apparently in his way. After
raising his aching end off the
floor, he W!IS heard to mutter

Marines Raise Flag on lwo

something about the guy who
could never complain if his para-chute did not open up, and that
his own silhouette was enough
evidence to prove that he didn't
need a parachute when he fell
through a wall.
-v-

1st Sgt. Paul M. Engle, from Intelligence & Security (formerly
top-kick in Sq. D) extends sincere
appreciation to all for their expression of sympathy to him and
his wife during bheir daughter's
illness. Meridith Ann is on the
mend now, and her speedy recovery, a certainty.
A question may sound queer
but according to Cpl. Abner
Bochner, Port Supply taetician,
the questioner is always the
querist. Anyway, Dow Field r~
ceived natio~l publicity because
a contestant was awarded two
cartons of sigarettes on Kay Kyser's program for answering
"correctly" that California grew
the longest cotton in the United
States. Cpl. Bochner knew this
was wrong, so he wrote to Kay
Kyser, informing hhn that the
longest cotton in the US WM
grown in Sea Island. Ga., end
NOT in Ce.liforia. Back came a
reply aeknowledging the correction to be true, '-but that time
didn't permit the ann-0uncer to
mention it on the air!" However, la.st week, Lt. Riddle, Port
Personel Officer, heard the program and told us that Kay Kyser refered to "Cpl. Abner Boch:.
ner from Dow iFeld, Bangor,
Me." . . . in which the question
of cotton was "aired" on a national hookup. The next day,
when Bochner was informed
that his "cotton" query c&nle to
a conclusion on radio time, he
said it was a tragedy because,
although he a.l'"lll.YS listens for
the Jove of mike, Kyser's last
broadcast ws.s one of the few
he's missed in a long time. Cpl.
Bochner has written to Kay Kyser again, asking him, ''If the
original 'incorrect' answer is
worth two cartons of cigarettes,
how many cartons is the 'correct' answer worth?" To which
we might add: Some people
smoke one pack of cigarettes a
day, but Abner will smoke any
given amount.
I
-v-

It's been said that a heart of
gold may sometimes be yellow and
hard, but it cannot apply to the
Enlisted IMen of this squadron.
Once again, we have come out on
top of the heap
. . having contributed the sum of $158.00 towards the Red Cross Drive, now
in progress at Dow Field. You
have good reasons to feel proud
of yourselves for this genuine
gesture of generosity to the men
·,
and women who are dependent on
THIS PHOTO, one of the most graphic taken in the war, shows U. S.
the help which this fine organi~:la.rines of the 5th Division hoisting the flag atop 1\Iount Suribaclti
zation can give them wh'en you
at lwo Jima.
help with cash.

•
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~~ USO Reques.ts Contain H~n_ior, Path?s
5~
Every month the Bangor USO
on Park Street receives hundreds
of requests ranging from routine
matters to the telephoned demand,
"Shend over shix Sholdiers,
we're havin' a party."
Some requests are humorous,
some tinged with sadness, and all
have human interest angles.
IMr. John Reardon, director of
the club, and his wife receive
many of these requests during the
14 to l7 hours each works daily.
Uere are a· few of the problems

Squadron A

·

By Johny Alloca
PERSONALITIES
This stint isn't intended to inThis column is pleased to anfringe into anyone's backyard, but
nounce that with the arrival of
it is a short shot on a thing we
Capt. Korn as Personnel Services
call "employee relations" in prefOfficer, the personnel of this base
erence to the commonly entitled
can be assured of some big doings.
business of "public relations."
I have had the pleasure of workGood employee relations are
ing with 1Jhe Captain in several
made and maintained by constant
shows in Newfoundland and, take
effort. Good employee relations
my word for it, he is a miniature
can be compared to a train pullZiegfeld.
ing up a back-breaking grade. If
"Rochester" Branca, the chief
you divorce the engine from the
cook and bottle washer over at
they encounter:
the commissary, is happy to ancaboose, even for a few minutes,
Servicemen asking for a towel
the · whole works starts rolling
nounce, and I quote: "I'm intha
is commonplace, but it was a little
best form of my career." And if
dO"wnhill. If you don't stop in time,
unusual when a soldier, traveling
this statement does not make
the downward pull will clTag you
with his wife to a new bas·e, asked
sense to the readers, let me inform
to disaster. Good employee or perif she, too, could take ll- shower.
you that "Rochester" is a baseball
sonnel relations, the consistent deConsider the problem when a
pitcher, and not a beer pitcher
velopment of good will, is an
Seabee on his wedding day arrived
as some would have you believe.
everyday feature you and the
at midnight with his brand new
HATS OFF DEPT.
short, plump fellow next door
and pretty wife. The State Fair
1\-lrs. John Reardon
Rai
rt .
D
1\-fr. John Reardon
can't stop working at.
was being held in Bangor and not
To the
1 Transpo ation
eKeep Smiling
a room was to be had at any price
partment this week. This very
Judgment will tell you that good sonnel relations: How are your anyrwhere. After much frying, the for them to meet a nice girl. From small but efficient department has
relations aren't secured by grum- contacts with fellow workers? Just USO sadly had to inform the sailor Dow Field last summer came r all the responsibilities of seeing
bling "good morning'' at 8 a. m., what is meant by contacts? You that he and his wife could be put classic letter requesting such help: that the troops go out on time,
''I'm 23, 5 feet H inches tall, and also that they are routed coror by rattling "thanks" when make contact with someone com- up at the Club-she in the ladies'
someone does you a favor at 9 ing into your office or shop. You powder room and he in the men's dark curly hair, blue eyes, wear rectly. They also take care of all
glasses and am quite slim. I
the incoming freight fo;r the entire
o'clock, and then showing unrea- make a contact by 'phone or by shakedown dormitory.
When the ATC personnel began would surely like a friendship of base. The two brains of the d'esonable impatience or profound personal letter.
exasperation at ·10 a. m. of the
It's a routine act, but the way to arrive in Bangor about a year a girl. rm very self-conscious. partment are as follows: Lt. Florence Foy, the "pride of Goshen,
same morning. It doesn't cost a fellow answers the telephone ago they brought along plenty of Also rm f rom Minn esota ·"
Only a few days ago a similar N. Y.," and the henpecked Eddie
anything to be pleasant, and may- may swing a deal with a tough needs. One of the most pressing
was the need to get hous!ing tor request was received.
The re- Cosgrove, "the wizard of the rails."
be you won't have to buy any customer on the opposite end.
families, who, in some instances, I quest letter arrived about noon; THOUGHTS WHILE LYING ON
balm to remove a dose CYf wrinIt's How You Say It
came right along with their men. That night the boy took one 0 THE SACK
kles when you reach a ripe old
The tone of your voice also
age.
For instance, there was the case the prettiest USO hostesses out
How lhard it will be for me to
plays an important part in both
of the Air Corps private who to dinner and the movies.
discard my lovely brown uniform
Give Credit
telephone and personal contacts.
walked into the USO office, heaved
"Have you a camera I can use?" after hostilities cease. One thing
When an employee or a soldier The same words spoken by the
a sigh and said:
"Do you have bicycles?" "Where is certain, though, brown will be
working alongside you does a good same person, but in a different
"C~n you get me a place to is a good place to eat?" "~n ya eliminated from my civilian wardjob in your section, why not say tone are apt to convey quite diflive In a hurry?"
cash a check?" "Where 15 Mur' robe. Chazanoff's Delicatessen iS'
so? We all like a little praise-- ferent meanings. You may recall
Hovering in the background was street, please." "Can I get so~e the talk of the camp, the food is
honest praise, not flattery or pure instances where a person has said
a young woman carrying a small mending done?" Requests like really good there. "The Mouth"
gush. Take, for example, a hard "pardon me" when you felt he
child. He was told there might these are answered by the hun- (Tony Cusacrea all right, I can't
working employee or GI who is actually meant "get out of my
be difficulties. Wiping his brow dreds ea-ch week.
spell his narrne) gives the place a
not doing too well in his work. way and do it quick!" You've
the private dropped into and said:
A red..Jaced sailor asking at the circus atmosphere.
There goes
Supervisors, if they make a real, wanted to reach out and wring
"Boy! I love my wife and baby reception desk on a recent Sunday tJhat bugle again. (Now rolling oft
genuine effort to find a job more the guy's neck.
and was crazy to see them, but for mending assistance, brought <' the sack.)
suited for the individual, will find
Now that we have reeled off our why in h--- couldn't she let me touch of the unusual to these rou- CHARACTER DEPT.
a greatly improved worker. If nikel's worth without an interrupknow she was coming." The USO tine services. He held his jacket
Have you ever seen Super-Mouse
the individual improves, tell him tion, remember, it takes no more
managed to get them a place and. over his posterior and stammered in the movies? They say that Sol
so! You'll be amazed how quick- breath to put a smile into your
as far as is known, they lived hap- to the smiling receptionists that Schiff alias "Goebbels" flies to
ly the incumbent perks up and v9!ce than it does to be curt and
pily ever aifter.
his tight sailor breeches had sus- work every morning via Hammond
tries to warrant more praise. It's unfriendly.
Housing has continued to be l\ taine? a very co~iderable . rip. Street. He really has a LARGE
only human to want to excel.
problem. One day not so long Herb1~, short and slim, was f~tted wingspreaCI.
Psychologists will tell you that
ago a girl bustled into the office out with the pants of. the D.1rec- 1 ADD NICE FELL0".V8
.
criminals are often made when a
WA<J BOWLING
and
asked:
"Can
you
find
me
a
tor's
green
tweed
suit.
QUickly
Jimmy
Byron,
a
ruce,
quiet
~el
boy or girl couldn't excel in the
A group composed of Squadron
right things, so they set out to G Wacs will travel to Old Town room where I can have a baby?" the good ladies ran out the sew- low. Sidney Wilson always willA
few well placed questions ing machine and ran up Herbie's ing to give someone a hand, the
excel in the wrong things. And, tomorrow night to bowl.
Last
One reas?n for the same goes for all the other boys
by the same token, if you want a week a group of 16 Wacs made the brought out the information she breeches.
meant she had been unable to find hurry was that Herbie looked a<; in the torture chamber, an orderly
sure V>"llY to kill incentive and new trip.
accomodations w h e r e children though he would disappear at any room if you want it that way.
ideas among your employees, just
moment in Ui.e extra folds of tht> Leonard Kingsley, the boy from
would be allowed.
ignore their ideas and forget. to
The "Coast Guard Magazine"
Director's green pants.
rBooklyn, the possessor of a milIn
most
situations
the
communencourage them.
calls the Mason-Dixon Line the diAnother unusual sight was the lion dollar personality.
That's
ity
has
been
most
cooperative.
How A.re Your Contacts?
vision
between
"you-all" and
same Herbie, the Seabee, shaving about all for this week, and if
People,
who
never
before
accepted
While on the business of per- "youse guys."
roomers, have taken in servicemen; with an electric razor and usin' there is any gripe or anything
some have, in answer to our pub- the side of a napkin dispenser. for worthwhile for printing, please
licized plea, made homes over to a mirror, when he could not flnr' pass it on.
provide small apartments. At the an electric outlet near a lookin' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - peak of the housing rush, a pros- glass. Something else on the ex
pective landlady telephoned and traordinary side was the service·
man's wife who wanted to know
said:
if the Club could fix her wisdon
"If you have a request for an
teeth.
apartment, I should like you to
Requests to use the movie proj
know that I have a very nice one
ector, requests for the "mike," rewith a private bath on the car
quests to use a rad.lo, requ"'sts for
line!"
aid in securing the services of a1
In the heartthrob department, orchestra, requests for servicemi'n
USO receives many calls for help. for college proms or sorority
Arranging the details of marriagP dance , requests for girls for sois only routine. Only a short time cial activities at a military instalago the Club not only managed, lation-all the~ are frequent and
with the good cooperation of r are filled, if at all possible.
local clergyman, to untangle the
Sgt. Jimmie Cannon, one-tim1
affairs of a Wac so that she could famous sport.<; writer, styled the~r
wed her sergeant, but gave the s.er erviccs of USO as simple acts
werlrling party a complete r cep- of kindnes: . But he added:
tlon to boot!
"Th('y a.re done for a million
Of course the sailor who wanted Sf'rvke mt>n and wom<-n and beto have all the details of procuring come a million a.ct& of kindness.''
a 1·cense and blood tests on a SatL rday afternoon, and have a minist r ready that evening posed a
One of the minor rewards for
probl,,.m. But aH the details were being among the fir t American
worked out and he was married on soldier to reach the RhinP is n
schedule.
[si:-ason P!iSS. to all Brooklyn DodMarriages are not the whole ger games at E'blx>ts Field this
p ·oblem of the heartthrob depart- year. The recipients of these
''Yes, tl.e first aergeant and I just had a pleasant chat I oftered
ment. Quite o!ten the USO ls prized pasteboards are both Brooka few sugrettloDJ."
asked by timid souls to arrange lyn boys.
ACP-N.IJ
By Bud Leavitt, Jr.
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Post War Success Is .Yours t Bonin Islands May Be
-But There .May Be a Catch in It, It Says Here in Small Type

•
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Squadron 'G' Presents:

By Pvt. Constance Klink
By Oalnp Newspaper Service
With so many publications giving advice to Gls on postThe Bonin Islands lie along one
Romance is bloomin.g this week up on WAC Hill, with
war opportunities for occupations, the "Observer" do~sn't of two rout·es to Japan from the
three
gals announcing their engagements.
want to be left out in the cold, so has tho.ught up an entirely sou th, the other being nearer the
One of these is our Wac of the Week, Pfc. Katherine
Asiatic coast runn:ing northward
new line of post-war endeavor.
Because of the originality of t h i s * - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - from the Philippines through For- Green, who works for the Base Quartermaster. Her paridea (oh, you'll have to admit it), through necessity only-motion mosa and the Luchu Islands.
we'd be pleased to receive com- pictures could be used.
97 Islands
munication from those who venA similar prospect might be
There are 97 islands in all, but
ture into it. (We refuse to "talk found in a person who "eats like the total area is less than 30
it over" in this office or at any a bird." The logical first step in square miles. They are of volhospital.)
changing such a person's eating
A Simple Plan
habits could be demonstrated by
'Dhe plan is simple. (Who shout- the penquin, a bird who is criti-·
ed, "You can say that again, cized for looking like a man.
brother"?) All you have to do is
Other Clients
•
find faults in others, figure out
Tlhe alert ex-GI will be able to
;,
••
how they can be overcome, point finy many persons afflicted in oththem out to the individual, and- er ways ai:d a little thought might
tSHICHITO
for a small fee-rectify them. If offer solutions that will bring in
you make enough money in this fees from clients.
way, you can hire someone to
There is the person criticized for
rectify your own faults, or will having "the first dollar he ever
feel independent enough to kick. made." Merely poin~ing out the
them in the teeth for suggesting defect and relieving the criticized
you have any (faults, not teeth) person of the dollar should solve
Pointing out faults in others may this problem. Of course, if the
also affect one's own teeth. But prospective client is a counterfl ;A C 1
f C
c ! AH
that is the risl) one must take feiter by profession, the problems
(nothing ventured, nothing gai:r.f'd, presents greater difficulties.
~
we always say).
Be Cautious
,\' BONIN IS'
They Just Don't Know
Those entering this new field of,
Let's be more specific. The av- endeavor should be wary of undererage person isn't aware of what taking certain tasks. For exampeople think of him, because peo- 1 pie, if someone says:
ple usually talk behind his back j "He wants the world with a
(especially if he has halitosis). Let fence around it," the outlay of
us assume 1Jhat you hear someone constructing such a fence would be
Iwo Jima and Bonin Islands
say of an individual:
too great to justify the sati!:tfac''He blows his own horn too tion a prospective client would conic origin. The name Bonin is
much!'
gain by "having 1fhe world with a corruption of the Japanese MuThe gentleman in question prob- a fence around it."
in, meaing "empty of man,"
ably isn't even aware that he is
We would also suggest that which was the condition of th·e
criticized for this. It is up to nothing be attempted for a person islands when sighted by a Japanese
you to take the following steps:
who is "as old as 'Methuselah." explorer in 1593.
1. Determine what type of horn Nothing could be done ito reduce
Both Great Britain and Amerhe blows too much, e. 1r., automo- the person's age and besides, as
bile, saxophone, fog, Hallowe'en, Methuselah was born over 5000 ica at one time advanced claims
New Year's Eve.
years ago, the worker woulO. likely to the islands-Commodore Perry
2. Find a method Wihere:t>y you find, when he called on the pros- established a coaling station there
can relieve him of blowing it too pect, that he was dead (that is, in 1853-but relinquished their
much himself by assisting him in the prosped and Methuselah, not rights in favor of the Japanese,
under whose control th'e islands
the tooting.
the worker):
have been since 1861.
3. Inform him that, unbeknown
Tlhe largest island, Chichi Jima
to him, his standing in the com(Father Island) is 121h miles in
munity is being jeopardized by
circumference. Its hanbor is an
excessive blowing of his horn (auextinct volcanic crater, now surtomobile, sairophone, etc.) and
rounded by heavily forested hills
that, for a small fee, you will unrising more than 800 feet. which
dertake part of the burden, and
Dow Field personnel and alumni entirely obscures ships in the harthereby relieve him of criticism.
were well represented at the Di- bor from ou·tside view. The EngIf you have found out that the
vision physical training and ath- lish name of Chichi Jima is Peel
horn is on an automobile, the problem is simple. You merely sug- letic conference recently held at Island and the harbor, on the west
Headquarters in Manchester, N. H. shore, is called Port Lloyd.
gest that you become his chaufRepresenting this base and stil!
feur, or will sit in the car and
The Bonins consist of three main
blow the horn while he goes about stationed a.t Dow Field were Lt. groups, Muko-Jima, Chichi Jima
George
Doran
and
Sgt.
Joseph
business for which he will receive
Crook. Those formerly stationed and Haha Jima. Iwo Jima also is
less criticism.
included under the same adminisOn the other hand, if you have at Dow but representing other tration as the Bonins. Total pop1\l'AAD
bases
were
Capt.
Brower
L.
discovered that the horn is a saxoulation of the 97 islands is about
phone, you might have to take Pernet, of Gander; S-Sgt. Edward 5700. The northernmost island is
Thomas
of
Iceland;
Sgt.
Leo
lessons on that instrument prior
about 500 miles from Yokohama.
to approaching him. In this case, Schuchman, of Bermuda, and Pfc.
Climate is semi-tropical. Plants
Delano
Fox,
of
Goose
Bay.
the fee would necesarily have to
Two officers from Dow Field consist of palms, ferns, banyan
be increased to take care of your
also addressed the conference-Lt. trees, wild beans and taros. Aniperiod of instruction.
Col.
C. K. Morris, Station Surgeon mals chiefly are bats. Sharks and
Let us give another le~s comhere,
gave a talk on the medical other varieties of fish abound in
plicated example. You often hea\'
view
of
athletics and PT, and Lt. the waters, as well as turtles.
it said:
A. G. Thompson, Public Relations
''He <lrinks like a fish."
TWINS' OLD JUAN GETS
This naturally can result in a Officer, spoke on the new NAD 'TWENTY-MINUTE BREAK'
. 1
t
newspaper.
person becoming a soc1a ou cast - - - - - - - - - - - CHANUTE, Kan.-The taxpayer
as well as a business outcast, and
coughed apologetically and asked
the individual should be willing to
if his twins, born New Year's Eve,
pay a rather large fee for having
would have any effect on his inhis unfortunate habit brought to
come tax.
his attention and remedied.
W. H. Yerkes, deputy collector
The problem is to teach the
I of internal revenue who estimated
maladjusted individual to drink
· the man owed $40, asked:
like a mammal rather than a fish.
"What time New Yea.r's Eve
This should be done in gradual
were they born?"
steps.
He could first learn to
The man replied:
drink like a mammal who lives
"At 20 minutes to 12."
ln the sea, such ru; a porpoise.
Yerkes added $1000 in exempOnce this has been mastered, he
tions, refigured, anl the governcould tnke his cue from amphibment owed the taxpayer $120.
ious an!
l, such as the hlppohc next cue could be
potani
'POOR RISK' ALIVE AT 102
the ocker spaniel,
take
ly lives on land but
FINDLAY, Ohio.-Fifty years
enters the water. The Jap like to work in p<1irs when ago John Hart was pronounced a
•1pil has advanced this u ing the bayonet. Their bayonets 05'·'> poor risk by an insurance com'"PS Should be simple. inches long, weighing 14 ounces) have pany. He will celebrate his 102nd
It might be difficult to secure a a hook near the hilt. One Jap tries to birthday this week. He is believed
porpoise or a hippopotamus :for hook the enemy's rifle while the other to be the oldest Civil War veteran
tries to sink in his blade.
demonstra tlon p u r Po s es, soin Ohio.

.
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Many Dow Al~mni
Attend Conference

ents, Mr. and Mrs. Victor King of~
Mitchell, Neb., are announcing her - - engagemet to T-Sgt. Stanley Lyons
of Helena, Mont. Sgt. Lyons, who 1
was formerly with the army
ground ·forces at Attu and Kiska,
is now with the Air Corps, stationed at Stinson Field, Texas.
Kathie joined the WAC on 6 December 1943, taking her basic
training at Fort Des Moines, Iowa .
Her first assignment was at
Presque Isle, where she was stationed for filve months, prior to
being sent to Goose Bay, Labrador!
On her return from Goose, she
was assigned to Dow Field, arriving here 15 October 1944. She
likes her job at Quartermaster
working with clothing sales and
issues.
Kathie said:
"You :may quote me as saying
I am one Wac who is perfectly
happy and satisfied in her work."
Pfc. K.1i.therine Green
The auburn-haired Wac, blessed
with blue eyes, a dresden china
complexion, and a happy go lucky
disposition, finds life in the service much to her liking. She is
enjoying her sojourn in the east,
a part of the country new to her.
Tu·o Squadron G Wacs announcBefore entering the servi:ice she
worked for three years as fountain ed their engagements to Army
manager of the "Blue Fountain" sergeants this week.
The engagement of Pvt. Dixie
in Missoula, Mont.
She attended school in Mitchell, Lee Fulkerron of Squadron G to
Neb., and Kansas City, Mo., and Sgt. Irvin J. Olson, son of Mr. and
is a graduate of the Modern Busi- Mrs. Joseph T. Olson of Positville,
Iowa, has been announced.
ness College in Missoula.
Sgt. Olson, an engineer on a
She has a young daughter by a
previous marriage--Georgia Ellen, B-17, is now a Prisoner of War
who is with her grandparents in in Germany. He was on his fir:;t
mission at the time of his capMitchell.
Katie's postwar plans are in ture.
Dixie enlisted in the WAC last
harmony with those of her fiancee.
Both want a farm and a green Ju1y in St. Louis, Mo., and came
house in the west ~ preferably to Dow early in November wJJ.ere
she was assigned to the :Medics.
Montana.
In the meantime until the end She and Sgt. Olson met last fall
of the war, when the wedding at Dow Field.
For weeks she had believed her
bells ring for her, she will continue to wear the olive drab and fiancee to be killed as he was reported "Missing."
On Monday,
khaki of the Wac.
however, a long distance phone
call from the sergeant's mother
brought the welcome news that
he was alive, even though a prisoner.
Dixie said:
"That means everything, a.nd
PARIS.-Maj. William H. Bar- is more than worth waiting tor."
ret, holder of several decorations
Pfc. Oa.therine NUes
for heroism, was sentenced by a
Dr. Al!bert Niles of Portland has
court-martial recently to be rep- announced the engagement of his
rimanded and to forfeit $300 pay daughter, Pfc. Catherine Niles, of
for being absent without leave Squadron G, to Sgt. J. P. Nelson
in an attempt to get back into III, the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
the fighting.
Nelson, Jr., of Memphis, Tenn.
The Los Angeles oficer and for- Sgt. Nelson, with the Air Corps.
mer aeronautics writer, holds the is stationed in North Africa. He
British Distinguished Service Cross and Cathie met last summer when
and the American Air Medal and both were stationed with the
two Purple Hearts.
'.I'estu:iony 4th Ferrying Group at Memphis.
disclosed that he had been m a
Sgt. Nelson, a graduate of the
1
replacement depot awaiting reas- University of Tennessee was on
signment and that, after several the faculty of Humphrey High
months of inaction, he had left School in Memphis as English and
the depot and spent thirty-four physical training instructor prior
days traveling from one front unit to the war.
to another, trying to persuade
Cathie's famous blush was more
commanders to put him to work. than eYer in evidence on Sunday
afternoon when she displayed the
beautiful diamond ring that she
had just that morning received in
the mail.

Prelude to Lohengrin
Announced By 2 Wacs

Major Goes AWOL
To Fight; 'Gets Book'

Aid in OPA Matters
Availahle to Personnel

Aid in ironing out matters of
ceiling prices for rent and merchandise, as well as similar OPA
regulati6ns, can now be received
by contacting Lt. Benjamin C.
Crooker, liaison officer be~-een
the Base and the OPA. Lt. Crooker's office is in Bldg. T-106, or he
can be reached by telephoning
Ext. 456.
A barber has been defined as
a monologist who occasionally cuts
hair.

I

When not under actual fire, protcc:t
your health by regular l>athing and
kee1> your equipment clean :ind
serviceabk.
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All-Star Sq1;1adron-Leag1:1e Cagers Pi.eked; Pohlman Tops List
·.~~~~~~~~~~~--....

Highlights Show
Fine Season
For League

Final Standings
Team
Squadron B
Squadron A
Officers
Squadron 0
Squadron

Squadron
Squ<Jdron
*Didn't

Won

Lost

12
O 1.000
9
S
.750
8
<l
.667
7
5
.58S
E
S
9
.250
F
2
10
.167
D*
1
11
.088
complete season.

Squadron E
By Sgt. Joseph 0. Cooper
Ask
S-Sgt. · Thomas
Nelson
• whether or not a furlough can be
enjoyable, and he will undoubtedly give you a mischievous grin and
make an ultra smart crack. Don't
be deceived when he does this,
because the man is actually
happy. Why? Because the GI is
still floating. He got hitlched recently. The same thing hap<P€ned
to Pfc. Lynon Soils and to Pfc.
Will Troupe. All of this happened
while the fellows were on furlough. Well, anyway, Congratulations!
The Grapevine Pres.s (sometimes
a very reliable source of information, and sometimes just the
opposite) has it that the new
brides may journey to Bangor
soon to see the sights-and their
husbands. That will be great, eh
boys? Mrs. Nelson, of course,
will come from New York, Mrs.
Soils will come from Arkansas,
and ·Mrs. Troupe will come from
the "Windy City."
By the time you read this, the
stork will have made his appearance within the Squadron families (we hope). Cpl. Leon Wilson,
of Base Personnel, is filing a
charge of AWOL against the
stork. The bird, says Wilson, is
much overdue. He, however, is
content to wait until it arrives.
And the same goes for someon·e
else, too. Who could it be?
.
.
Of great mterest (and rightfully so) to the Squadron is the
p~oposed new Servi~e Club: M~ch
time, talent, and finance is bemg
:xpended to i:iake it a succe5:5. The
1mportant thmg, however, 1s not
the expenditures for the club that
make it a success, but the interest, cooperation, and attention
that WE manifest in it. It's entirely up to us, gentlemen. We
are expected to make it a success.
Shall we?

Incidental Intelligence
At Ladd Field, Alaska, admission prices to the A TC Divisional
Basketball Tournament were posted as follows:
Adults-50 cents.
Children-25 cents.
Officers-25 cents.

By Cpl. Lee Da.Iecky
Highlights have been gathered
and statistics completed for the
Inter-Squadron basketball season
which closed recently with Squadron B the undefeated Clhampions
of the Base by twelve straight victories. The season served a dual
purpose in that spectators as well
as players were entertained.
As far as thrills and dose games
go, the League had its share. Included in the thrillers were th·e
overtime game when Squadrons
"A" and "B" played, and the upset of the season w.hen the Officers beat "A."
Star Players
Star players added zest to the
season. Joe Pohlman, as good an
offensive player as can be found,
practically always scored two
points when he was anywhere near
a basket. Buddy Adams was as
smooth and clever as they come;
Paul Kessler, the gentleman from
Texas, thrilled the crowds with
his beautiful body-ifakes while
dribbling, as well as with his
famous one-hand shots.
Joe
Crooks unorthodox spinner shots
were usually good for at least ten
points a game. John !Murphy was
as clever a guard as ever played
on a Dow Field court. Green and
Dick Seay, along with Lester
Grant, added spice to the game
when Squadron "E" played.
Officers Add Zest
The Officers, too had their share
of players who contributed to the
success of th eseason. There was
Lt. Col. Morris, who-with his 62
points-was ninth high scorer on
the Base. His clever hook shot
had many a guard baffled. Lt.
George Doran paced the "Brass
Hats" to third place with 107
points. His perfect rebound work
made both players and spectators
marvel. Lt. Dick Mullen offered
thrillers with his perfect hook
shots from the corners while dribbling at full speed.
Co-Operation Good
I We'd like to take this opportunity to thank the officers and
enlisted personnel for supporting
the basketlball season and also to
offer additional thanks to Lt. Marshall and the bandsmen for their
fine cooperation in furnishing music at the games.
It is hoped that the same support will be given volleyball, handball, badminton and boxing, that
made basketball such an outstanding success as an inter-squadron
activity.

I

REDS LIST NAZI CASUALTIES
LONDON CCNS)-According to
the
Moscow radio, Germany's
losses in the war with the Soviet
Union to date total more than 10,000,000 men.
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THAT l'WTA110N
IS fER ME! 6EEZST,
I Kl~ l-IARDLY WAIT f

5E~GEANT, CALL

IN THAT MAN WHO~

YAPPIN0 ABOUT
ROTATION •••

.Outstanding Player

Selection Includes
Fifteen Players
In Three Teams
((JontinaM from One)

Ten High Scorers
1.
2.
S.
4.
5.
7.

Pfc. Joseph Pohlman
Sgt. Joseph Crook
Pfc. Hugh Adams
Lt. George Doran
Cpl. Green
()pL Lloyd McFarland
8. Sgt. P. Keesler
9. Lt. CoL C. Morris
10. Pfc. Ray Oa.rsich

There were so many outstanding players during the season, that
it hardly seemed fair to select one
all-star team for the base. For
that reason a first, second third defensive B!bility over the
team are shown in boxes accom- team.
SEOOND TEAM
panying this article.
1. Morris, Off., f.
The first team was given a
2. Doran, O.H., f.
3. l\11oFarland, Sq. F, c.
slig.ht edge in that Buddy Adams,
4. Dalecky, Sq. A, g.
Joe Pohlman, and Joe Crook were
5. Green, Sq. E, g.
the three high-scorers in the
T.HIRD TEAM
league; while Kessler and Murphy
1. iM'uUen, Off., f.
furnished a perfect guard com2. Moire, Sq. B, f.
bination.
3. Repotski, Sq. D, c.
T.he second and third teams lack
4. Seay, Sq. E, g.
scoring punch, but have an edge in · 5. Seplowitz, Sq. C, g.

100

us
108
107
80
76
71

62

u
first

Pfc. Joe Pohlman

Ode to Spam
Now Jackson had his acorns;
And Grant his precious rye,
Teddy had his poisoned beef,
Worse you couldn't buy.
The doughboy had his hardtack,
Without the Navy's jam
But navies on their stomachs
move;
And this one moves on SPAM.
For breakfast they will fry it,
For supper it is baked.
For dinner it goes delicate,
They have it pat-a-caked.
Next morning it's with flapjacks,
Or maybe powdered eggs.
For God's sake where do they get
it?
It must come in by kegs!
Oh surely for the evening meal,
They'll cook up something new,
But the cooks they are uncanny,
Now the Spam is in the stew.
And thus the endless cycle goes.
It never seems to cease.
There's Spam in cake and Spam
in pie,
And Spam in rancid grease.
We've had it tucked in salads,
With cabbage for corned ]?eef,
We've had it for an entree,
And also aperitif.
We've had it with spaghetti,
With chili and with rice,
We all remember one bright day,
When we only had it twice.
Back home I have an angel,
Whose name I want to change,
I'll purchase her a fancy home,
With a brand new modern range.
But marital bliss is sure ro cease
1'f I ever ask for ham,
And find my eggs are looking
From a G. D. slice of SPAM.

American Negro Servicemen
Are Fighting on All Fronts
By Ca.mp Newspaper Service
The Army has no breakdown on
Whether it's building B-29 bases how many Negroes have won citain India, pushing the vitally- tions and commendations for h'e roneeded Ledo Road through the ism or exceptional service, just
jungles of Butirna, "Red-Balling" as it has no breakdown on the
supplies across France, or engag- number of Irish-Americans or Poing the enemy in deadly combat, lish-Americans who have been so
the Negro soldier in this war is honored. But, culled from War
proving his mettle, as he has in Department releases, here are a
every war in which America has few of the things for which Nebeen a participant, beginning with groes have been cited:
the War for Independence.
A Negro Ordnance Group, the
More tha 700,000 Negro soldiers 71st, saved three ammunition supwere on the Army's rolls at the ply points, following the German
end of 1944. Almost 6000 were break-through on the 1st Army
commissioned officers. Although front, evacuating them under fire.
many Negroes are doing the tough,
Negro and White MPs working
unglamorous jobs of service and
in
smashed a black market '
supply, others are distinguishing ringteams,
in Cherbourg.
themselves in combat in every theThe 93rd Infantry Division: a
ater of war. Nine per cent of all
U. S. soldiers who participated in Negro outfit, fought the Japs at
the Normandy invasion were Ne- Bougainville.
Negro enlisted men of the Engroes.
All-Negro Outfits
gineer General Service Reg1ment
There are Negro air fighter of Peninsular Base Section in
squadrons, Negro infantry divi- Italy cleared more than 10,000
sions, Negro paratroopers, Negro mines from the vitally important
"medics," Negro tankmen and anti- Leghorn port area. A Negro sertank men, Negro minesappers, Ne- vice unit was the first to win the
gro artillerymen, ordnancemen, 5th AI1111y Plaque for providing a
etc. The Army's top generals say smoke screen under heavy air at
all are doing a bang up job.
tack at another important harbor
A Negro fighter pilot, Lt. Lee
A Negro anti-aircraft balloon
A. Archer, of New York City, has battalion and a Negro Quarter10 enemy planes to his credit, four master Truck Company were spein the air and six on the ground. cially commended by Gen. Dwight
He is a member of the 332d Fight- D. Eisenhower, Supreme Allied
er Group, in Italy, and has com-1 Commander, for meritorious serpleted 138 missions.
vices In the invasion of France.
Another Negro, Capt. Albert H. And every member of the "Red
Manning Jr., 27, a P-51 pilot, flew Ball Express"-60 per cent Ne123 missions with the 99th Fighter groe was honored by Gen. EisenSquadron, and was awarded the hower for tireless devotion to duty '
DFC and the Air Medal with three in keeping supplies abreast of our
oak leaf clusters. They are only fast-advancing armies following
two of many.
the break-through in France.

by Milton Caniff, creator of "Terry and the Pirates"
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1...00K,SOLDIER, r KNOW ni1s PLACE
IS NO PA!<!ADISE OF THE PAc11=1c./
BUT YOU'D BETTER ~6ET THAT
WTATlON HUFF - BECAUSE IT
MAY BE A LON6 TIME BEFOl<:E
YOU CAN BE '5E:NT 1-!0ME •••

BUT,SJI('./ Y'GoT ME wrwt-Jcl
IF You WOULD '50 KINDLY
5TEP OUT HEl('.E A MINUTE •••

',

